
Lent - 3rd Sunday

● A business man traveled to India…in order to purchase...exotic carpets and furniture.
○ He was determined...to bring back to his shop…

■ only the best and the hardest things he could find.
■ So he went to markets…in some of India’s…most out of the way villages.

○ One day he passed through a market…
■ where people were selling birds.

○ He noticed a man selling five pigeons.
■ They were all tied at the neck…to a pole in the ground...
■ and all day long...they walked in a circle...with their heads bowed down.

○ He felt so bad for them…
■ that he decided to buy them all…

● and to set them free in the town square.
■ So they were placed in a small cage…

● and given to him.
○ He was so excited to see what the birds would do…

■ once they were actually free.
○ But when he opened the cage…

■ they simply stumbled out…
■ and went back...to walking on the ground...in circles.

○ He couldn’t believe his eyes.
■ He tried pushing them...
■ he tried picking them up...and throwing them into the air.
■ But they kept on going back…to walking in circles.

○ They had been tied to a pole…for so long…they couldn’t do anything else.
■ Even when...they were free to fly away…they didn’t know how.

○ He learned…
■ that it’s one thing to free someone…
■ but quite another…to teach them...what it means to be free.

● Today’s first reading…
○ takes place after the Lord…

■ had freed the people of Israel.
○ And He did so…

■ by showing His power to Pharaoh...in really dramatic ways…
■ sending multiple plagues...and parting the Red Sea.

○ And now they would begin…
■ a forty year journey...to the Promised Land.

● But why did it take...forty years to cross the desert?
○ Why did He lead the people…on such an indirect route?
○ And why did He make a people…

■ who suffered slavery their entire lives…
■ go through the added stress and strain…
■ of such a long and arduous journey?



○ It’s because He not only wanted to free His people…
■ but He wanted to teach them…

● what it meant to be free…
● and that’s something...that would take some time.

○ For the Israelites…
■ much like for ourselves…

● at every step...every moment of our life…
● a new grace is being offered by the Lord…

■ but we tend to be...so focused on the overall goal…
● that we overlook the smaller steps…
● things that are absolutely vital…in actually getting us there.

● The Book of Exodus tells us…
○ that the Israelites were enslaved…

■ for 430 years before Moses came.
○ All they knew was hardship and suffering.

■ They were treated like animals.
■ And this had gone on...generation after generation.

○ Like those birds in India…
■ freeing them wasn’t enough…
■ they had to be taught...how to live that freedom.

○ And the Lord did that…through the Commandments.
● When we hear words like…“commandment” or “law”...

○ we tend to think of something...that limits our freedom.
■ But that’s not at all…what they thought.

○ For the Israelites...the Law is something that liberates…
■ it teaches us how to live as children of God…
■ and that in itself...makes us wise.

● Just consider today’s Psalm.
○ It says: “the law of the Lord is perfect”...

■ it’s “trustworthy”...“right”...and “clear.”
○ It says that it’s something to take delight in…

■ because it’s:“more precious than gold”...and “sweeter than...honey”
● So God gives us the Law…

○ not to put us under His thumb…not to humiliate us…
○ but to lift us up…and elevate us…

■ beyond what we could ever accomplish…
■ all on our own.

○ He gives His law to teach us…
■ what it means to be free…
■ and how to keep living in that freedom…
■ no matter what kind of curve balls…
■ life may throw.



● But that still doesn’t explain...the length of their journey.
○ Couldn’t He have just given the Law…

■ and then let them…immediately move on...into that freedom?
■ Why couldn’t it be that simple?

○ The truth is...much like for ourselves…
■ reading the Law of the Lord…

● is rarely enough…
● for teaching us how to be free.

○ In our fallen condition…
■ we need time...to wrestle with...and to pray with it…

● with the wisdom that’s been given…
■ before it can really sink...deep into our hearts…
■ before we can see God’s Love…at the Heart of that Law.

○ And that takes time…
■ 40 years to be precise…
■ it took that long...to sink deep...into their stubborn hearts.

● And in our modern world…
○ with all the nuances…

■ and ever changing conditions…
○ if all that we know about our faith…

■ comes to us in the form of a sound byte…
■ given by a talking head on the news...

○ we’re not going to make it…
■ when it comes to the practice of our faith…

○ we’re not going to make it…
■ with all that’s coming at us...in this fallen world.

● But if we do decide...in humility...to explore just a bit further…
○ to read what the Lord…

■ through His Church...really teaches…and why...
○ and then to go the extra mile…

■ giving the necessary time...to wrestle with it...and to pray with it…
○ if we are willing to slow down like that…

■ when it comes to the understanding of our faith...
○ then I promise that you will discover the Love…

■ that still remains...at the heart of the Law…
■ in order to set you free.

● My brothers and sisters…
○ it is worth the time and the effort…

■ because without that wisdom…
■ we’re just going to keep…

● wandering in circles…
■ making the same mistakes…

● over and over again.


